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FIREBALL OVER RUSSIA
th

At 9 o’clock in the morning of 15 February a huge meteor
fireball was seen in the sky over the town of Yekaterinburg
in Russia. It was the largest object known to have hit
Earth since the Tunguska event in 1908, see the next
column. This event was caught on CCD cameras and the
aftermath recorded on mobile phone cameras.

The fireball recorded on a windscreen mounted camera
The shockwave blast equivalent to 30 Hiroshima bombs caused
extensive damage and injured about 1000 people.

A map showing the location of the meteor event

The Tunguska event was an enormously powerful
explosion that occurred near the Podkamennaya
Tunguska River in what is now Krasnoyarsk Krai, Russia,
th
at about 07:14 local time (00:14 GMT) on 30 June 1908.
The explosion is believed to have been caused by the air
burst of a large comet fragment at an altitude of 5 – 10
kilometres above the Earth's surface. Different studies
have yielded widely varying estimates of the object's size
but thought to be in the order of 100 metres and comprised
mainly of water ice. It was the largest impact event on or
near Earth in recorded history.
Although the meteoroid or comet fragment appears to
have burst in the air rather than hitting the surface, this
event is still referred to as an impact. Estimates of the
energy of the blast range from 5 to as high as 30
megatons of TNT with 10 to 15 megatons of TNT the most
likely this is roughly equal to the United States' Castle
Bravo thermonuclear bomb tested on 1st March 1954 and
about 1,000 times more powerful than the atomic bomb
dropped on Hiroshima, Japan. This is about forty percent
of the power of the later Soviet Union's Tsar Bomba (the
largest nuclear weapon ever detonated).

Some of the millions of trees flattened by the event
The Tunguska explosion knocked down an estimated 80
million trees over an area covering 2,150 square
kilometres (a circular area of 52km in diameter). It is
estimated that the shock wave from the blast would have
measured 5.0 on the Richter scale. An explosion of this
magnitude is capable of destroying a large city like
London. This possibility has helped to spark discussion of
asteroid deflection strategies.
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A hole in the ice thought to have been made by a fragment
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SOME TYPES OF STARS
Last month we saw that the apparent brightness of a star
depends on two factors: their different distances from us
and the actual brightness of that star. Some stars are
intrinsically brighter than others because they are more
massive but some may be brighter simply because they
are closer.
The colour of a star is due to the temperature at the
surface because the more massive a star is the hotter it
will be. The most massive stars will naturally have very
high pressure at their core due to the enormous gravity
pulling the mass of the star towards the centre. This
naturally produces a very high temperature due to the
compression of the Hydrogen gas. The fusion process
that combines Hydrogen atoms to produce Helium and
energy to heat the star proceeds at a ferocious rate and
makes the star very hot so it will shine white or blue and
will consume its Hydrogen fuel very quickly.
A small star will have much less pressure and less heat
produced by the compression so the fusion process will
be much slower. The fusion process in the small star will
produce much less energy and the star will be cooler and
shine with an orange or red colour. These red dwarf stars
take hundreds of billions of years to use up their fuel.
We therefore have another factor to consider that will
affect the appearance of a star and therefore its
classification. This is the age of the star. Although a star
is not a living thing in the true sense of the word its aging
process does allow us to use some of the terms we use to
describe the aging process of living things. Stars are
created (born), they do age of course and they do
eventually stop shining and in effect die.

The Hurtzsprung Russell (HR) Diagram
The diagram above is known as the Hertzsprung–Russell
(HR) Diagram and is used to classify all stars. The
normal scales marked on the diagram are the
temperature of the star on the horizontal scale at the top
along with a class letter (OBAFGKM).
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Stars were originally classified in groups designated by
a letter in sequence from ‘A’ through the alphabet. The
original sequence was defined by the apparent age of
the star. Later this sequence was found to be wrong.
However the class letters for each kind of star were
retained but now not in alphabetical order.
A star like our Sun will spend a few million years in its
very active pre-main sequence phase then settle into its
normal life. The luminosity of the star is compared with
the Sun on the vertical scale on the left (our Sun is
classified as 1). The absolute magnitude is shown on
the vertical scale on the right. This is the magnitude of a
star (brightness) if it was locateded at a standard
distance (32.6 light years). The colour of the stars
indicated on the diagram represents the temperature of
each star being considered (red and brown the coolest
and blue the hottest).
A star like our Sun is a normal medium sized ‘G’ Type
star in the middle of its life so its position is shown
almost at the centre of the diagram. Because the Sun is
in its middle age it is stable (in fact very stable
compared to some) and in its main sequence phase.
The stars currently in their stable middle age form the
diagonal line running from the lower right to upper left.
The larger (brighter) stars are white and blue towards
the upper left part of the main sequence line and the
smaller (cooler) red stars are to the lower right. These
stars form the diagonal line known as the Main
Sequence.
Most stars are on this main sequence line and will
remain on this line for the vast majority of their lives until
their Hydrogen fuel supply begins to run out. It needs to
be pointed out that the stars themselves do not move in
the following descriptions they are just moved to a
different part of the HR diagram as their physical
characteristics change.
As a star like our Sun begins to run out of Hydrogen it is
briefly able to use some of the Helium it has created
through the fusion process. This produces some extra
energy that increases the internal pressure and pushes
the material of the star outwards so it expands. As it
expands its outer surface area is increased and the
available heat from the fusion process is distributed over
this greater area so its surface becomes cooler. The
star turns into a Red Giant.
The position of the star on the HR diagram now begins
to change. As the star has begun to fuse Helium as well
as Hydrogen its total energy output will rise so it is
moved upwards out of the main sequence. The surface
will also become cooler so it will also move to the right
and will end up in the sub-giant area. It may be ten
times brighter because of its huge size and the extra
energy it is producing but it may be as much as 1500°K
cooler.
After a few million years as a red giant the star will have
completely exhausted its Hydrogen supply. Its outer
layers will drift off to form a Planetary Nebula. The star
will collapse to become a White Dwarf. It will now be
very small (about the size of Earth 12,000km) but white
hot at about 50,000°K. On the HR diagram it will now
be moved down to the White Dwarf area.

CANCER (the Crab)

AURIGA (the Charioteer)

On the ecliptic (the imaginary line along which the Sun,
Moon and planets appear to move across the sky) and to
the east of Gemini is the faint and rather unremarkable
constellation of Cancer the Crab. In mythology Cancer is
the crab that pinched the feet of Hercules while he was
fighting the serpent Hydra. Hercules got his own back by
stepping on the crab and crushing it.
Cancer is a fairly faint and quite elusive zodiacal
constellation lodged in between Gemini to the west and
Leo to the East. There are no bright stars but there are
two interesting Messier objects, M44 and M67. M44 is a
large, bright open cluster that is second only to M45 The
Pleiades (The Seven Sisters) in Taurus. M44 is known as
Praesepe or ‘The Beehive Cluster’.
Praesepe can be seen with naked eye on a clear night as
a hazy patch of light at the centre of Cancer. The Beehive
is best seen using binoculars as it is too big, (about twice
the size of the full Moon) for all but the smallest
telescopes. The brightest half dozen or so stars in M44
form the shape of a pyramid or as its name suggests, the
shape of an old fashioned straw beehive lying on its side.
The fainter stars surrounding the Beehive, add to the
effect, looking rather like a swarm of bees buzzing around
the hive. There are about a hundred stars in the cluster
that is around 700 million years old and about 525 light
years from us.
M67 is rather less impressive than M44 because it
appears much smaller at about the same size as the full
Moon. It is composed of around 100 stars that are too
faint and close together to be resolved using binoculars
however the cluster can be seen using a small telescope.
This cluster is much older than M44 at around 4 billion
years old and is 2500 light years away.
The star known as iota  (shown at the top of the vertical
line on the chart above) is a beautiful double star. When
observed in a telescope, one star is a golden colour the
other is blue/green.
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Auriga is easy to find at this time of the year because it
is located almost directly overhead, see the chart on the
back page. The brilliant bright yellow / white star
Capella is the sixth brightest star in the night sky at a
magnitude of +0.08. At the beginning of March Capella
is directly overhead at 18:30. By the end of the month it
is directly overhead by 17:00. After about three hours
Capella and the constellation of Auriga will have moved
half way to the north western horizon. The two easily
recognised constellations of Taurus and Gemini are to
the south (below) Auriga.
Capella is actually a Spectroscopic Binary comprised of
a pair of large ‘G’ class stars that are so close that they
cannot be separated by telescopic observation. A
spectrograph shows two separate spectra revealing that
Capella is in fact a twin star. The Capella pair is located
about 45 light years away from us.
The recognisable shape of Auriga is roughly in the form
of a pentagon and is comprised of eight fairly bright
stars. The star Elnath, shown at the bottom of the
‘pentagon’ in the chart above, is actually a member of
the neighbouring constellation of Taurus but is shared
by Auriga.
The stars Almaaz, Hoedus and a third star to the west of
Hoedus are collectively known as the ‘Kids’. Capella is
sometimes called the ‘Goat Star’ and the three stars are
called ‘Kids’. The origin of the ‘Kids’ comes from ancient
Greek legend. Auriga is ‘The Charioteer’ although
whom the charioteer was based on is uncertain. He
may have been an ancient King of Athens called
Erichthonius who was alleged to have been crippled.
He has been credited with being the inventor of the
chariot. Auriga the Charioteer is usually depicted in
artistic representations as carrying three young goats on
his shoulders, hence ‘the Kids’.
Auriga has three Messier objects within its bounds and
all three are Open Clusters. Rather oddly the clusters
are almost in a straight line and equally spaced, making
them look as if they should be related in some way. The
clusters are known as M36, M37 and M38. There is a
fourth open cluster just over the border in the
neighbouring constellation of Gemini that appears to be
in the same line. This is the even more impressive M35.

OPEN CLUSTERS – STELLAR KINDERGARTENS
Open Clusters of stars are listed in Charles Messier’s
Catalogue along with other objects of interest to amateur
astronomers. Messier listed these objects along with
Globular Clusters, Nebulae and Galaxies so they would
not be mistaken for the comets he was searching for.
Many of the brighter open clusters do look quite cometlike when viewed through binoculars. They are as the
name suggests clusters of related stars and many are
very beautiful to look at.
The brightest and most easily seen is number 45 (M45)
in Charles Messier’s Catalogue. This is a cluster of
about 300 stars in the constellation of Taurus. The
cluster is known as the Pleiades but even more widely
known as the Seven Sisters.

M45 The Pleiades (Seven Sisters) in Taurus
Six or possibly seven of the brightest stars in M45 are
easily visible to the naked eye in a clear dark sky. They
occupy an area of sky about the same size as the full
Moon. Using a pair of 10 x 50 binoculars another thirty or
so fainter stars can be seen embedded within the Seven
Sisters. A telescope will enable many more to be
counted, up to about 300 in total. Most telescopes will
however have a field of view too small to be able to see
the whole cluster at the same time. Only a small short
focal length telescope will have a wide enough field of
view to allow the true beauty of the cluster to be seen.
M45 is one of the closest open clusters to us at 415 light
years which is why we see it so bright and so large.

The Hyades Open Cluster with the Pleiades in Taurus

Most other open clusters are much further away and therefore
appear much smaller and fainter. One of the exceptions to
this rule is another open cluster in Taurus known as the
Hyades. This cluster can be found at the middle of Taurus
centred on the bright red star Aldebaran. Although located in
the centre of the Hyades, Aldebaran is not a true member of
the cluster it is just in the same line of sight. Aldebaran is 68
light years away but the Hyades are 150 light years distant.
The Hyades appear much more spread out than the Pleiades,
being the second closest open cluster to us on Earth.
So what are Open Clusters and how do they form? The story
of the birth and life of an open cluster is also the story of our
Sun, our planet Earth and indeed us. It is thought that most, if
not all, stars began in open clusters and all such clusters
were created in what we call Stellar Nurseries.

Pillars of Creation imaged by the Hubble Space Telescope
The image above was taken by the Hubble Space telescope
and shows the Eagle Nebula (within M16) in the constellation
of Serpens Caput. The nebula has been driven into pillar like
structures by the powerful radiation from large young stars
just out of the image to the upper right. As the gas and dust
of the nebula is pushed by the radiation the density in parts of
the nebula increases. As the atoms and particles are moved
closer together gravity begins to pull them even closer
together. Eventually the densest regions begin a ‘run away’
collapse inwards under the force of gravity. As the collapse
continues spheres of compressed gas are formed. The
pressure and temperature rises until nuclear fusion begins
and stars are ‘born’. As the stars ‘light up’ their radiation
begins to push the remaining gas away, clearing the space
around them. The red glows in the pillars are new stars
forming in this Stellar Nursery.
The familiar M42 nebula in the sword of Orion is another
Stellar Nursery where stars are being born. With a small
telescope newly born stars can be seen within M42. The four
bright stars of the Trapezium in M42 have blown away most
of the gas from their region and are now illuminating the
nebula with their powerful radiation. Eventually all the left
over gas will be blown away by the powerful young stars and
they will emerge from the nebula as a new Open Cluster.
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M42 in Orion allows us to see the beginning of the process
of star creation the stars of the Trapezium are less than a
half a million years old. Using an ordinary telescope to view
M42 reveals the four stars of the Trapezium.

Telescopic view of M42 in Orion showing the Trapezium
If special infrared telescopes are used to enable us to see
stars through the gas and dust in M42 then many more
stars can be seen. The image below shows as many as
300 stars clustered around the Trapezium.

The Trapezium Cluster in M42 viewed in infra red
Stars formed in open clusters are only loosely bound
together by the mutual gravity of the stars. The stars soon
begin to drift apart and the cluster grows in size. The image
above shows how close new stars can be when they first
form. After a few million years all the left over gas from the
original nebula will have been blown away and the stars can
be clearly seen as a cluster. The stars will still be close
together, as seen in M45 on the previous page. The stars
of M45 appear to be surrounded by a faint haze of blue gas
when photographed. This was originally thought to be the
left over gas from the nebula but is now thought to be a thin
cloud of interstellar gas that the cluster is passing through.
The second image on the previous page shows M45
compared to its close neighbour the Hyades Star Cluster
which is much older, see page 4. There are a similar
number of stars in the Hyades but they are much further
apart. It is in fact quite difficult to determine where the outer
edges of the cluster are.
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The identity of the closest open cluster to us may come
as a surprise. It actually includes some of the stars that
form the familiar shape of Ursa Major (the Plough). Two
stars are not part of the cluster these are Dubhe (lower
left in the image below) and Benetnash (on the end of
the handle - right).

Ursa Major imaged by Richard Fleet
The combination of the age and proximity of the cluster
to us results in the stars appearing well separated.
Being so close to us (on average 80 light years) there is
a noticeable movement against the background stars.
The average speed of the cluster is about 14 kilometres
per second and it is moving towards the constellation of
Sagittarius. As the stars in the cluster are at slightly
different distances from us and moving at slightly
different speeds and directions they appear to be
moving away from each other. In about ten thousand
years the positions of the stars will have changed so
much that the shape of the Plough will have completely
altered.
As the process of stars in open clusters drifting apart
continues, there comes a point when the stars are so
separated that it becomes difficult to identify the original
stars of the cluster. This is the situation with our star –
the Sun. It was almost certainly formed in a cluster born
in a nebula and passed through all the stages we can
see happening now in the clusters around us. After 4.3
billion years the siblings of our Sun have now moved so
far apart and are so far away from us that we cannot
identify them easily.
It would however be possible to identify the family of our
Sun if we could see them. All the stars that formed in
the same nebula as our Sun will have the same genetic
fingerprint, rather like our DNA. The stars of the early
universe were much larger than the stars that form
around us today. Being large and very powerful they
were short lived and exploded as supernovae after a few
million years. As they exploded they created atoms of
heavier elements that were sent hurtling through space
by the explosion. The heavy elements mixed with the
Hydrogen in vast nebulae and were absorbed into later
generations of stars as they formed within the nebula.
These also eventually exploded as supernovae.
Over billions of years the mix of elements in the nebulae
increased but each nebula had its own unique
combination of elements. Later stars were created with
a rich mixture of heavier elements and tended to be
smaller than the earliest stars and much longer lived.

OBSERVING OPEN CLUSTERS
Many open clusters can be found using binoculars but will
appear as hazy patches of light. A couple of exceptions
are: M45 the Pleiades (The Seven Sisters) in Taurus and
M44 Praesepe or (the Beehive) in Cancer.
One of the best constellations to look for open clusters is
Auriga which has three M36, M37 and M38. Auriga is one
of the constellations of the month this month (see page 3).

M36 above is the centre cluster of the line of three open
clusters in Auriga and is the most compact. It has about 60
stars and is located around 4,100 light years from us. The
cluster is 12 arc minutes in diameter.

One of the neighbouring constellations to Auriga is
Gemini which has two noticeably different open clusters.
M35 is quite large and easy to locate with binoculars. It
is located just off the ‘kinked’ end of the upper line of
stars ending at the star Tejat Prior. See below.

The constellation of Gemini
M35 is quite bright and can be seen using binoculars on
a clear night but a small telescope is required to resolve
the individual stars. When a medium size telescope is
used a beautiful string of stars running through the
centre of the cluster can be seen as shown in the image
below.

To the south east of M36 is M37 above. It has about 150
stars and is the richest of the three clusters. It is nearly 20
arc minutes in diameter and is 4,600 light years away.

Towards the centre of Auriga is M38 above. It is nearly 20
arc minutes across and is 4,200 light years away. It may be
involved in a collision with another cluster NGC1907.
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The Open Star Cluster M35 in Gemini
In the same field of view as M35 is a more distant
cluster named NGC2158. This cluster is 13,000 light
years away compared to 2200 light years for M35. This
cluster is best seen in a larger telescope but can be
seen in a fairly modest instrument on a good clear night.
It can be seen to the upper right of M35 in the image
above.
The best way to find open clusters is to use a low
powered eyepiece first, a 25mm or even 35mm is best.
Use any star to focus the eyepiece. Use the finder to
locate the area in the sky and if a 50mm aperture finder
is used the cluster may be visible. If a smaller finder or
a Red Dot finder is fitted go to the eyepiece and sweep
slowly up and down and side to side until the cluster
comes into view. Centralise the cluster, study it for a
few minutes then change to a higher powered eyepiece.

EXPLORING THE NIGHT SKY THIS MONTH

The chart above shows the southern sky at about 22:00
(10 o’clock p.m.) around the middle of March. At the
beginning of the month the positions of the stars will be a
bit further to the left (east) and at the end of the month
they will be further to the right (west).
Still dominating the sky at this time of the year is the
beautiful constellation of Orion (The Hunter). The distinct
line of three stars that represent Orion’s Belt are easily
recognisable as is his sword hanging from his belt. Orion
was the constellation of the month in the January issue of
this magazine.
Follow the line of stars in Orion’s belt down to the south
east (down and left) to Sirius, Orion’s large hunting dog. It
is the closest and brightest star in our sky. Being close to
the horizon Sirius appears to flash many different colours
due to air turbulence close to the ground. To the east of
Orion is Procyon Orion’s small hunting dog. It is not as
bright as Sirius but it is in a relatively empty part of the sky
so is easy to find. Procyon does not twinkle as much as
Sirius because it is higher in the sky and in less turbulent
air away from the horizon.
Follow the line of stars in Orion’s belt up for about five belt
lengths and you will come to a bright orange looking star,
this is Aldebaran the brightest star in Taurus. Taurus was
the constellation of the month in December. Jupiter is in
Taurus this year and is unmistakeable because of its
brightness. Follow an imaginary line from Aldebaran past
Jupiter and on to M45 the Pleiades star cluster. The
cluster initially looks like a small fuzzy patch of light but
with a closer look up to seven stars can be made out.
This is why the cluster is known as the Seven Sisters.
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To the north east (above and left) of Taurus is the
constellation of Auriga the Charioteer with its brightest star
Capella almost directly overhead at this time of the year.
See page 3. Auriga has three open clusters that can be
found using binoculars these are M36, M37 and M38, see
page 6. These open clusters are true groups of up to a
few hundred stars but older and more distant than M45.
To the east of Gemini is the faint and quite elusive
constellation of Cancer the Crab. The stars of Cancer are
unremarkable but the open cluster M44 which is known as
‘the Beehive Cluster’ is worth a look with binoculars. The
cluster is older than M45 and more spread out. Using a
little imagination some of the stars look like a swarm of
bees flying around an old style straw bee hive on its side.

M44 Praesepe or ‘The Beehive’ in Cancer

THE SOLAR SYSTEM THIS MONTH
MERCURY is not observable is this month as it is too low
and close to the Sun.
VENUS rises at 06:20 but is very close to the Sun and will
not be observable this month.
MARS has moved well away from Earth and is close to the
Sun so it will not observable.

THE SUN
The Sun rises at 06:37 and sets by 17:45 at the
beginning of the month and rises at 06:00 and sets at
18:20 by the end of the month. However it will not be
fully dark until about an hour after these setting times.

JUPITER will become visible and observable as soon as it is
dark high in the south west and located in the constellation of
Taurus. It is perfectly positioned in the south west at a high
altitude but will be setting over the western horizon by about
midnight. There is still a great opportunity to watch the four
brightest moons as they change position from night to night
as they orbit Jupiter. A computer planetarium application
can be used to predict the positions of the moons and the
times when the moons will disappear as they pass in front or
behind the planet. Eclipses can also be predicted when the
moons cast their shadow on to the cloud tops on Jupiter.
SATURN rises over the eastern horizon at 22:45 at the
beginning of the month and 21:30 by the end of the month
located in the constellation of Libra. It will be well positioned
in the south by 03:00 and still be in a good position at 06:00
for the early rising observer. The ringed planet will be in a
fairly good position for observing by midnight this month.
The ring system is opening up and is looking quite
impressive this year.
A 90mm reflector or a 130mm reflecting telescope will show
the rings quite well when using a high magnification. The
largest moon Titan is fairly easy to see in these telescopes
but the sky needs to be dark so look before the sky begins to
brighten. If the sky is still dark enough it may also be
possible to see two or three of the smaller moons. The cloud
markings are much fainter than those on Jupiter but may just
be discernible. It may also be possible to make out the
Cassini division in the rings.

The Sun should be approaching its period of maximum
activity but it has been quite disappointing. However
there were some rather nice sun spots last month.

THE MOON PHASES MARCH 2013

The best views of the Moon are obtained when it is not
full and the terminator is crossing the surface so the
best times to observe it are: 1st – 8th and 14th – 24th.

COMET PAN-STARRS (C/2011-L4)

Saturn is in the south east by 10 o’clock on 15th March
URANUS is just observable at the beginning of this month,
low in the west as soon as it is dark. It is quite low but
should appear as a ‘fuzzy’ blue star in a 100mm refractor or
a 150mm reflecting telescope. It will be setting over the
western horizon by about 19:15.
NEPTUNE is not observable this month.
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Two new comets have been discovered that are
predicted to be large and bright in our night sky during
2013. The first comet is called PAN-STARRS (C/2011
L4) and will reach is closest approach to the Sun during
March. It is expected to pass at less than 45 million
kilometres from the Sun. See page 9.
The second Comet known as C/2012 S1 (ISON) is
expected to be at its closest on 28 November 2013.
Some predictions suggest that C/2012 S1 will very
bright at up to magnitude -16 that is brighter than the
full Moon.

COMET PAN-STARRS (C/2011 L4)

The chart above shows the north western sky at sunset on
15th March. Pointing up from the horizon is the tail of
Comet PAN-STARRS C/2011 L4 in the position it is
expected to be. It is expected that the comet might be a
naked eye object but may be difficult to see due to the
twilight glare. At this time the comet will have looped
around the Sun and will be re-emerging into view in our
sky. The comet will be located in the constellation of
Andromeda and the oval on the chart close to the comet
tail is M31 the Andromeda Galaxy.

The chart below shows the path of PAN-STARRS C/2011
L4 as it rises up over the western horizon.

Comet McNaught seen in 2007
The photo above shows Comet McNaught as it was seen
in 2007 also in the sunset glare. This image gives an idea
of what PAN-STARRS C/2011 L4 might look like as it
emerges from behind the Sun this month. The brightness
and shape of comets are notoriously difficult to predict
especially when they pass as close to the Sun as PANSTARRS C/2011 L4 will do.
The heat and radiation from the Sun may even cause the
comet to break into pieces. This could be good or bad for
us as we wait to see it. It may break up and melt almost
completely or it may make the tail even more impressive.

Chart showing the path of PAN-STARRS C/2011 L4
The comet will pass its closest point to the Sun on 10th
March when it will be just 45 million km from the surface.
It will appear over our horizon on 12 th March and begin to
climb up the path shown by the arrow in the chart above.
It will reach the position above Alpheratz on the night of
25th March and pass M31 in early April.
A telescope will not be necessary to see Comet PANSTARRS C/2011 L4 but a pair of binoculars will show the
best detail of the tail. Do not sweep the horizon with
binoculars until after the Sun has set or permanent
damage to the eyes may result.
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NEO - ASTEROID NEO 2012 DA14 CLOSE FLY-BY LAST MONTH

NEO Asteroid 2012 DA14 imaged by Richard Fleet
NEO 2012 DA14 appeared as predicted over the eastern The camera was driven to track the stars as they moved
horizon in the constellation of Leo at around 8 o’clock due to the rotation of Earth. Because the asteroid was
(20:00 GMT) on the evening of the 15 th February 2012. moving quickly and in a different direction it appeared as a
Unfortunately for many people in the Newbury area the streak of light.
hind quarters of Leo the Lion were hidden by a bank of
cloud along the eastern horizon. This made it difficult to
locate the elusive asteroid.
The asteroid was due to be visible for about 90 minutes as
it moved northwards (towards the north star Polaris in the
constellation of Ursa Minor). It tracked north through the
constellations of Leo, Coma Berenices, Canes Venatici
and finally faded from view in Ursa Major, close to the star
Megrez. This is the star at the position on the ‘saucepan’
shape of Ursa Major where the handle appears to join on
to the pan.
The asteroid could be seen to move noticeably against the
background stars when using binoculars once it was
found. However this proved very difficult for most would
be observers due to intermittent cloud.
NEO 2012 DA14 imaged by Dave Hart
If you missed the asteroid or just want to see what it
looked like, Richard Fleet managed to catch 2012 DA14
on a sequence of images that he has made into a time
lapse sequence.
This shows the asteroid moving
diagonally across the centre of the images from lower
right to upper left. The sequence can be viewed at:
http://vimeo.com/59790981 . Copy and paste into your
search box.
The image above was taken from one of Richard’s time
lapse sequence images and the arrows added. The red
arrow shows the position of 2012 DA14 and the white
arrow shows the direction it was travelling through the
background stars
The image in the next column was taken by Dave Hart in
Australia and shows NEO 2012 DA14 as a streak of light
as it moved against the background stars.
An artist’s impression of 2012 DA14 approaching Earth
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THE NIGHT SKY THIS MONTH

The chart above shows the night sky as it appears on 15 th March at 9 o’clock in the evening Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT). As the Earth orbits the Sun and we look out into space each night the stars will appear to have moved
across the sky by a small amount. Every month Earth moves one twelfth of its circuit around the Sun, this amounts
to 30 degrees each month. There are about 30 days in each month so each night the stars appear to move about 1
degree. The sky will therefore appear the same as shown on the chart above at 10 o’clock GMT at the beginning of
the month and at 8 o’clock GMT at the end of the month. The stars also appear to move 15º (360º divided by 24)
each hour from east to west, due to the Earth rotating once every 24 hours.
The centre of the chart will be the position in the sky directly overhead, called the Zenith. First we need to find some
familiar objects so we can get our bearings. The Pole Star Polaris can be easily found by first finding the familiar
shape of the Great Bear ‘Ursa Major’ that is also sometimes called the Plough or even the Big Dipper by the
Americans. Ursa Major is visible throughout the year from Britain and is always quite easy to find. This month it is
to the west of overhead. Look for the distinctive saucepan shape, four stars forming the bowl and three stars
forming the handle. Follow an imaginary line, up from the two stars in the bowl furthest from the handle. These will
point the way to Polaris which will be to the north of overhead at about 50º above the northern horizon. Polaris is
the only moderately bright star in a fairly empty patch of sky. When you have found Polaris turn completely around
and you will be facing south. To use this chart, position yourself looking south and hold the chart above your eyes.
Planets visible this month: Evening Jupiter and Uranus – Morning Saturn.
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